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Name of App Platform Description
1000+ Lines iOS (Apple) Fun, interactive visual top. Lines respond to your touch, and as they move around they leave behind a colorful line.

AccessNote iOS (Apple) AccessNote is the designed particularly for VoiceOver users looking for a highly efficient, feature-rich note taking experience. AccessNote will allow users 
to combine efficient note taking with the countless other features and functions of the iOS devices. This will allow blind and visually impaired people in 
classroom or business settings to use the same popular iOS devices that their sighted peers are using. 

Awesome Xylophone Lite iOS (Apple) Touch to play sounds. Retina display support

Baby Rattle Toy Free iOS (Apple) Interactive app that supports children 0 to 2.5 years through touch, sound and sight

BallyLand Magic iOS (Apple) An iPad game specifically designed for children who are blind or have low vision, to learn and practice a number of touch gestures for VoiceOver, Apple's 
built-in screen reader.

BallyLand Rotor iOS (Apple) An iPad game specifically designed for children who are blind or have low vision, to learn and practice a number of touch gestures for VoiceOver, Apple's 
built-in screen reader.

BARD Mobile iOS (Apple) Provides access to braille and talking books directly from the Braille and Audio Reading Download (BARD); 50,000 books, magazines and music scores

Better Vision iOS (Apple) Increase eye sight by zooming in  (2 to 10 times larger), change color filter (6 colors) and adding some light to the object (if device has built-in light). App 
can read out loud with the unique read-aloud feature.

Big Bang Patterns iOS (Apple) Developed in conjunction with specialist teachers in the field of VI. For use with children with low vision, CVI, and complex needs. It's an ideal tool to 
assess preferences and develop visual skills. Patterns provide a range of visually stimulating activities.

Big Bang Pictures iOS (Apple) Developed in conjunction with specialist teachers in the field of VI. For use with children with low vision, CVI, and complex needs. High contrast animated 
images and great sound effects designed to provide visual stimulation and to develop and assess visual preferences. Three styles of image and a choice of 
eight basic foreground recognition and color preferences.

BigBrowser - by Braille Institute iOS (Apple) Internet browser designed to help Low Vision users more easily navigate the web on their iPads.  Its extra large keyboard and control, expanded pinch 
zooming, and multiple color themes make content easier to read.

BlindSquare iOS (Apple) Accessible navigation both indoors and outdoors.  This app uses GPS and the compass to locate you.  It then gathers information about the surrounding 
environment from FourSquare which uses algorithms to decide what information is the most relevant and then speaks it to you.

DaisyWorm iOS (Apple) A simple, yet powerful DAISY audio book reader supporting the 2.02, 2002 and 2005 formats with full or partial audio.

Digit-Eyes Lite iOS (Apple) Allows you to read Digit-Eyes QR (Quick-Response) text bar code labels. Can be upgraded to read UPC/EAN labels as well.

Draw with Stars! iOS (Apple) Stars, animation and sounds

Dropophone iOS (Apple) Create your own melodies that sound like drips and drops falling on a tiny orchestra of instruments. Creates a melodic background.

E-bot Viewer iOS (Apple) Displays the video output of the E-bot products designed by HIMS.  The E-bot is a mainstream compatible portable magnifier and reader for the visually 
impaired and print disabled.

Eyesite iOS (Apple) An app that hopes to replace handheld magnifiers and CCTVs. Magnify any printed material up to 12X. Designed to be used with an iPad and table-top 
stand, or an HDMI TV screen. App works with an iOS 5 device and hand gestures.

Fun Bubbles Lite iOS (Apple) Helps children develop their fine motor skills. Now with full multi-touch support

Glow Coloring iOS (Apple) Doodle app that allows you to scan in images that you can color in or trace.

Glow Draw! iOS (Apple) Glowing and drawing app.
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iBlink Radio (now called Sero) iOS (Apple) App for the visually impaired for iOS devices. Radio stations, podcasts and reading services of special interest to blind and visually impaired persons.

iCam Magnifier iOS (Apple) Low vision magnifier and reader for your iPhone or iPad.

Instapaper iOS (Apple) App reads Instapaper articles to you with Text-to-Speech. Stores articles to read on-the-go. Includes a variety of font, color themes, and spacing options. 
Strips away clutter and saves web page content into iOS-optimized formatting.

KNFB Reader Android Converts printed text into speech to both single and multiple page documents. Capture pictures of printed text, including mail, receipts, class handouts, 
memos, etc. Reads them aloud to the user with high quality text-to-speech and Braille access. Individuals with print disabilities will benefit from the 
synchronized speech and text highlighting capabilities.

KNFB Reader iOS (Apple) Converts printed text into speech to both single and multiple page documents. Capture pictures of printed text, including mail, receipts, class handouts, 
memos, etc. Reads them aloud to the user with high quality text-to-speech and Braille access. Individuals with print disabilities will benefit from the 
synchronized speech and text highlighting capabilities.

Low Vision Center iOS (Apple) Designed to make the contact list and calendar to be more readable.

Low Vision Center Pro iOS (Apple) Zoomer mode allows you to read small letters, Yellow Pages, etc. Designed to make the contact list and calendar to be more readable.

NantMobile Money Reader iOS (Apple) Recognizes currency and speaks the denomination, enabling people experiencing visual impairments or blindness to quickly and identify and count bills.

Newsify iOS (Apple) Read and share your favorite websites and blogs with a newspaper-like layout. One reader app for all of your news, blogs and RSS feeds.

Valley Metro Light Rail iOS (Apple) Tells you the departure times for inbound and outbound trains. Uses your current location based on the iPhone GPS and tells the next departure time. 
Includes information from 28 stations and thousands of schedules per week.

NewsPlayer iOS (Apple) Listen to the latest news and stories from blogs, magazines, newspapers and social networks, but also listen to them like an mp3 player.

Peekaboo Barn Lite iOS (Apple) A  game to help learn names and sounds of animals.

Podcasts iOS (Apple) Discover, subscribe to, and play your favorite podcasts. Has adjustments for playback speeds of your audio or video podcasts.

Prizmo iOS (Apple) Photo-based scanner that lets you scan and recognize text documents, business cards, and images, and then export them as PDF/Text, vCard, or 
JPEG/PNG.

Read Me the Weather iOS (Apple) Helps visually-impaired or blind persons to check the weather. Similar to Apple's VoiceOver technology it provides information needed in a clear and 
concise way. 

SayText iOS (Apple) Reads out loud the text in the image. Intended for visually impaired users.

See It iOS (Apple) Handheld video magnifier that works by streaming a real time video feed to your iPhone or iPad's screen from your device's back-facing camera. For 
devices that support it, users can use their device's flash light  for extra illumination and a sharper image.

Seeing AI iOS (Apple) Seeing AI is a free app that narrates the world around you. Designed for the blind and low vision community, this ongoing research project harnesses the 
power of AI to open up the visual world and describe nearby people, text and objects.

Seeing Assistant Move iOS (Apple) Application provides advanced geo-location and navigation features as well as current weather reports. Route planning, route recorder, where am I 
functionality, etc.

Seeing Eye GPS iOS (Apple) Turn-by-turn GPS app with all the normal navigation features plus features unique to blind users.  Subscription is needed for this free version.  Seeing Eye 
GPS XT is available to purchase and needs no subscrition.

Sound Touch Lite iOS (Apple) Babies and toddlers flashcards. Allows children to choose from an extensive list of sounds presented in cartoon images for easy recognition. 
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SRC Magnifier iOS (Apple) Turns an iDevice into a portable electronic magnifier. Pre-set magnification levels of 2X, 4X and 6X.

SuperVision+ Magnifier iOS (Apple) A Magnifying glass app that offers live image stabilization capability

Talking Goggles iOS (Apple) A camera with speech. It recognizes images and speaks out what it finds.

Talking Scientific Calculator iOS (Apple) Has large colorful buttons, optional high contrast, full VoiceOver support, and an option to use speech for answers, buttons, names and formulas

Talking Typer iOS (Apple) Learn to type or imporove your skills with drills, practice lessons, keyboard explorer, and an entertaining game.  It is designed for blind and visually 
impaired students, but can be used by sighted students too.

Tap-n-See Now Lite iOS (Apple) Developed specifically for children with cortical visual impairment (CVI). The simple cause and effect app will also appeal to children without CVI.

TappyTunes Lite iOS (Apple) Play your favorite tunes instantly and note-perfect just by tapping. Retina-quality application icon.

TapTapSee iOS (Apple) Blind and visually impaired camera. Designed to help identify objects encountered in daily life. Includes spoken identification if VoiceOver is turned on.

TextAloud iOS (Apple) `TextAloud lets you listen to text on your iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch. Features include word highlighting and also adjustable display colors, brightness and 
text size. Another  option is Auto-Lock While Speaking, which lets you keep your display turned on while speaking is in progress, then once speaking has 
completed, the display will work with your normal auto-lock setting. TextAloud registers on your device as an app that can handle text files and it includes 
integration with Dropbox.

TextGrabber + Translator iOS (Apple) Easily scans, translates and saves your chosen text from virtually any printed material. Simply take a picture of the text and immediately edit, hear it 
spoken aloud via VoiceOver, translate it into over 40 languages, send your text by SMS, email or other social media.

The Cat in the Hat- Dr. Seuss- Sample iOS (Apple) Interactive book with tappable pictures, vocabulary, and personalized story with your own narration.

TransformerHD iOS (Apple) Enhanced Vision's Low Vision video magnifier app for use with its Transformer HD hardware product.

Via iOS (Apple) a fully accessible app for iPod Touch, iPhone, and iPad.  ViA has been designed to help identify apps that are useful for adults and children who are blind 
or have low vision, including those with additional disabilities.  Users can  sort through the 500,000+ apps in the App Store and locate those that were 
built specifically for, or provide functionality to, the user with a visual impairment.

Vision Assist iOS (Apple) New category of handheld electronic magnifier that utilizes your smartphone. Designed for people who are VI with Low Vision conditions

Vital-Digital Tactile Graphics iOS (Apple) Create learning content that can be felt through the sense of touch by feeling haptics (vibrations) and listening for text-to-speech and customized audible 
effects. Students can independently flip through the interactive class lessons. 

Voiceye iOS (Apple) Smartphone application enabling those with print impairments to access printed information using a VOICEYE code on the printed material.

WeatherBug iOS (Apple) Weather forecasts and alerts can be read through Voice Over accessibility.

ZoomReader iOS (Apple) In combination with your iOS device's built-in camera, ZoomReader lets you magnify and read printed text by first taking a picture of an object like a book 
or menu, then converts the image into text using state-of-the-art Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology. ZoomReader will then read the text 
back to you using a natural-sounding voice.
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